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Abstract
When using Bayesian networks in real applications it is often the case that the empirical
evidence or observations we employ for making inferences are corrupt and contain noise:
Failure in a sensor, outliers, human errors, etc. Although many methods have been proposed in the literature for data cleaning (i.e. detect and correct noisy data values), all
of these methods perform this task automatically. In this paper we argue that, if available, expert knowledge should be used for this task and we propose two methods which
explicitly interact with an expert for detecting and correcting noisy observations.

1

Introduction

A Bayesian network (BN) is a statistical model
(Pearl, 1988) that graphically encodes, via a
directed acyclic graph, the conditional independencies among the domain variables. The
applications of BNs in real problems are very
well known and diverse (Pourret et al., 2008):
Medicine, recognition, gambling, monitoring,
forensic reasoning, genomics, etc.
One of the key properties of these models is
the possibility of introducing empirical evidence
about any of the variables (e.g. the result of a
medical test) and, by means of any of the available evidence propagation algorithms (Jensen
and Nielsen, 2007), updating the beliefs about
the distribution over the rest of the variables
(e.g. the causes of a given disease). However, in
real applications, it may happen that the empirical observations or evidence introduced in the
model are corrupt and, in consequence, the results of the reasoning provided by these systems
may be corrupt too. For example, in a medical
diagnosis system relying in a BN model, a doctor may wrongly introduce the result of a test
by pressing an incorrect keyboard key and this
could cause a wrong disease diagnosis. But the
corruption of empirical evidence may be due to
many other causes: Failure in a sensor; noise

in a transmission channel, outliers, etc. There
are many problem domains where the empirical
evidence is subject to some kind of corruption
process (Zhu et al., 2007).
One of the most studied corruption processes
is the presence of noisy values in the empirical observations or data used to make inferences (Zhu and Wu, 2006). For data mining
problems, there is a large amount of literature
on automatic data cleaning methods (Maletic
and Marcus, 2010), and some of these methods
were specifically designed for BNs (Doshi et al.,
2003).
In this work, we explore an alternative approach to the problem of detecting and correcting noisy observations in multinomial data.
We propose new methods which have two main
properties. First, we explicitly model the noisy
process which determines the value of the noisy
observable variables Oi! as a function of the true
value of these observations Oi . Secondly, we assume that an expert will be available to clean up
noisy observations. Thus, in contrast with the
previous approaches, based on automatic methods in the sense that they do not allow human
intervention, we propose a method which explicitly interacts with an expert. So, given a BN
and an observation vector of some of these vari-

ables (i.e. the variables that can be observed,
such as a medical test or a symptom), and given
that some of the values can be noisy, our method
will try to detect these noisy values and correct
them to their actual values. For this purpose,
our method will interact with an expert by requesting information about some particular values of evidence (i.e. the expert will have to confirm if an observed value is noisy or not and, if
noisy, provide the actual value). Our method
will try to ease and minimize this interaction.
In the field of natural language processing, similar approaches are quite popular to correct misspelled words when typing on a mobile phone.
Instead of correcting automatically a misspelled
word, these systems display a set of alternative
correct words and let the user decide which is
the correct one.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 details the noisy and the expert model considered in this approach. Section 3 introduces our two proposed methods for
cleaning noisy observations with the help of an
expert. In Section 4 we experimentally evaluate
our approach and, finally, Section 5 outlines the
main conclusions and plans for future work.

2

Modelling noisy observations and
expert knowledge

Let us assume that we have a problem domain
which is defined by two vectors of multinomial
random variables: A vector of explanatory variables X = {X1 , ..., Xn } (variables for which
we want to make inferences, e.g., the cause of
given disease) and a vector of observable variables O = {O1 , ..., Op } (e.g. the result of a
test, the measure of a given sensor, etc.) Let us
also assume that the joint probability distribution of these variables in our problem domain,
P (X, O), is modelled using a known Bayesian
network (BN), denoted by B.
As mentioned in the introduction, we consider that when gathering observations from the
observable variables O in our problem domain,
there are mechanisms which add noise and corrupt some of the observed values. To account
for these corruption processes, we introduce new

Figure 1: A expanded BN modelling noisy observations and expert knowledge
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variables in the BN. O! = {O1! , ..., Op! } denotes
a vector of noisy observable variables where Oi!
represents a noisy observable variable which can
be equal to Oi or not, depending on whether a
noisy event (which corrupts the observed value)
takes place or not when observing this variable.
We assume that the set of possible values of Oi! ,
Ω(Oi! ), is identical to the set of possible values
Ω(Oi ) of Oi . The noisy events are also explicitly
modelled by a vector of variables denoted by
N = {N1 , ..., Np } where Ni models the occurrence (or not) of a noisy event when observing
the value associated to variable Oi . Thus, each
Ni has two values: Ω(Ni ) = {N oise, N oN oise}.
These new sets of variables are related to each
other as shown in Figure 1, i.e. we assume that
the noisy event variables are independent and
that each observed variable Oi! only depends on
the true value Oi and the noisy event Ni .
We use the notation P (Ni = N oise) =
τi , where τi ∈ [0, 1] but usually is a small
probability value. The conditional probability P (Oi! |Oi , Ni ) defines the noise model and
it will vary depending on the particular problem we are dealing with. In this work we assume a simple noise model defined as follows:
P (Oi! = oi |Oi = oi , Ni = noN oise) = 1, i.e.
the identity function; P (Oi! = oi |Oi "= oi , Ni =
N oise) = |Ω(O1i )|−1 where | · | is the cardinality
operator, i.e. when noise is present, the conditional is a uniform distribution over the rest of
values which differ from the current value of Oi .
Similarly, we also model the possibility of introducing expert knowledge, as discussed in the
introduction, by adding two new sets of variables Oe = {O1e , ..., Ope } and E = {E1 , ..., Ep }.

Variable Oie models the knowledge provided
by the expert about the real value of variable Oi and variable Ei models the correctness of the expert’s knowledge (i.e. the expert may be wrong and provide incorrect knowledge): Ω(Ei ) = {Right, W rong}. Figure 1
shows how these variables are connected in the
BN used to model the interaction procedure.
P (Ei = W rong) = ηi , where ηi ∈ [0, 1] and
usually is a small probability value. The conditional probability P (Oie |Oi , Ei ) is defined as
follows: P (Oie = oi |Oi = oi , Ei = Correct) = 1,
i.e. the identity function; P (Oie = oi |Oi "=
oi , Ei = W rong) = |Ω(O1i )|−1 , i.e. the conditional when the expert is wrong is a uniform
distribution over the rest of values which differ
from the current value of Oi .

3

Cleaning noisy observations with
the help of an expert

Our problem starts with a vector of noisy observations, denoted by o! = {o!1 , ..., o!p } ∈ Ω(O! )
and our goal is to recover the vector of actual
observations, denoted by o ∈ Ω(O).
In this work we explore two different strategies to approach the problem of deciding which
knowledge should be requested to an expert.
3.1

An entropy-based approach

Here we follow a pure inference approach where
we do not consider the existence of any specific
cost or utility when cleaning noisy observations.
With this approach, the output is the most
probable explanation (Gamez, 2003), denoted
by oM P E , of the observable variables given the
noisy observation, o! , and the information provided by the expert:
oM P E = arg max P (O = o|O! = o! , oe )
O=o

where oe denotes the knowledge provided by the
expert which is introduced as evidence for some
of the variables in Oe (see Figure 1).
The introduction of expert knowledge is used
to discard alternative explanations or assignments which have a non-negligible probability,
P (O = o|O! = o! ) > 0 with o "= oM P E ,

and improve the confidence in the retrieved
explanation oM P E . To quantify this confidence we employ the conditional entropy of
the observable variables: H(O|O! = o! ) =
!
!
!
o∈Ω(O) P (o|o ) ln P (o|o ). A null conditional
entropy means that oM P E accumulates all the
mass probability, while a maximum conditional
entropy means that all explanations are equally
likely. So, our approach is based on requesting
knowledge about the real value of the variable
Oi which most reduces this entropy measure.
That is to say, we iteratively ask the expert for
e
her/his belief about the value of the Omax
variable with the highest information gain or mutual information about the observable variables
O:
e
= arg max
IG(O; Oie |o! , oe )
Omax
e
Oi

where oe refers to the set of answers (i.e. evidence for some of the Oie variables) given by
the expert so far (at the beginning, this set is
empty, i.e. there is no expert knowledge).
The computation of IG(O; Oie |o! , oe ) seems
to be complex, as O is a multidimensional variable, but it can be easily computed if we take
into account that Oie is independent of O−{Oi }
given Oi . So each variable Oie only gives information about its associated variable, Oi :
IG(O; Oie |o! , oe ) = H(Oie |o! , oe ) −
"
P (o|o! , oe )H(Oie |o! , oe , o)
o∈Ω(O)

and
!

!

! e
e ! e
o∈Ω(O) P (o|o , o )H(Oi |o , o , o)
!
e
e
Taking
oi ∈Ω(Oi ) P (oi |o , o )H(Oi |oi ).

=
into
account the probabilities relating Oi with
Oie , we have that H(Oie |oi ) = −τi ln τi − (1 −
1−τi
τi ) ln |Ω(O
= H(Ei )+(1−τi ) ln(|Ω(Oi )|−1).
i )|−1
Putting everything together, we get that
IG(O; Oie |o! , oe ) is equal to:
H(Oie |o! , oe ) − H(Ei ) + (1 − τi ) ln(|Ω(Oi )| − 1)
which can be computed by standard propagation algorithms.

We stop requesting knowledge when the infore
is below a given threshmation given by Omax
old, denoted by λ. This parameter defines the
information gain we are willing to accept in exchange for a question to the expert. A pseudocode description is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. The entropy based method
1: oe = ∅.
2: end=false;
3: repeat
4:
Compute the Oie variable with the highest information gain:
e
Omax
= arg max
IG(O; Oie |o! , oe )
e
Oi

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

if IG(O; Oie |o! , oe ) > λ then
e
Ask to expert about Omax
and introduce expert’s answer: oe = oe ∪ oemax .
else
end=true;
end if
until end
oM P E = arg maxO=o P (O = o|O! = o! , oe );
return oM P E ;

This algorithm converges and stops the
querying process for a positive threshold because the information gain is by definition lower
than the entropy of the observable variables O
and this entropy is always reduced with each
new answer from the expert. The algorithm
also involves the computation of the most probable explanation (line 11). Although this task
can be intractable for some networks, many efficient approximate methods have been proposed
in the literature (Jensen and Nielsen, 2007).
3.2

A cost-based approach

In this new approach we explicitly consider that
there are costs or utilities associated with this
problem. We assume that there is a specific and
known cost, denoted by CF , which depends on
the differences between the actual values of the
observed variables o and the values assigned for
the system, and that there is also a specific and
known cost, denoted by CAi , when we ask the
expert about the noisy observable variable Oi .
So, this problem can be approached as a decision making problem where we are going to have
observations in variables O! and, based on these

Figure 2: The Influence Diagram employed in
the cost-based approach of Section 3.2
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observations, we have to make the following decisions: If we request expert knowledge about a
noisy observable variable Oi! , this decision is denoted by Ai and has two states, {Ask, N otAsk};
and the decision regarding the necessity of correcting this noisy variable, Oi! , and the way of
doing, is denoted by Fi and has the same set of
states of Oi (i.e when Fi = Oi! , we are deciding
that there is no noise in this observation, otherwise Fi takes the corrected value). When the
Fi decisions are taken, all the noisy observable
variables are fixed.
Although the above decision making problem
can be represented by a decision graph or an influence diagram, solving this problem (i.e. finding an optimal policy) is not computationally
feasible if the number of observable variables p
is relatively large, for two reasons: There is no
sequential order in the decisions (except that
decisions about fixing are made after decisions
about asking), i.e. we have an unconstrained influence diagram (Jensen and Nielsen, 2007) with
exponential complexity in time; and each decision depends on the information of 2·p variables
(i.e. O! ∪ Oe ). Thus, the size of the decision
node tables is exponential in p.
In order to make feasible the solution of this
decision problem for a relatively large number of
noisy observable variables, we propose the following simplifications: (i) the decision making
problem is defined and solved only for a partic-

ular noisy observation vector o! (i.e. we assume
that there are no alternative noisy observations
besides the current one); (ii) the overall cost of
incorrectly fixing a noisy observation vector, o! ,
can be computed as a sum
!of independent costs
for each variable, CF = pi=1 CFi ; (iii) we assume that we have p different decision problems.
Each of them, Di , is the problem obtained by
considering only decision Ai and all the fixingrelated decision variables {F1 , ..., Fp }. When
solving Di we assume that we do not ask for
the rest of the variables: Aj = N otAsk (j "= i).
To implement this last simplification we initially
set the evidence in the variables Oje with j "= i to
value “N A”, which means that we do not have
yet any answer from the expert regarding variable Oje . Thus, we extend the set values of Oie ,
Ω(Oie ) = Ω(Oi ) ∪ {N A}, and redefine the conditional probability of Oie , which now depends
on the decision Ai . This conditional probability
is equally defined as detailed in Section 2 when
Ai = Ask, P (Oie = N A|Oi , Ei , Ai = Ask) = 0,
but when Ai = N otAsk we define that P (Oie =
N A|Oi , Ei , Ai = N otAsk) = 1.
Under these simplifications, our decision
making problem can be represented by means
of the unconstrained influence diagram depicted
in Figure 2, which extends our previous BN
model detailed in Section 2. This problem is
then solved by greedily selecting the sequence
of variables Oi for which we ask the expert (i.e.
the order in which the decision problems Di are
solved) and, after that, by choosing the optimal
set of fixing decisions Fi . Each time we decide
to ask the expert about a variable Oi , the obtained value Oie = oei is added to the current
set of observations Oe = oe . The following decision about asking is made after conditioning
each one of the original problems Di to Oe = oe ,
O! = o! and only for these concrete values. If
we have already asked the expert about variable
Oi , then in subsequent problems it is not necessary to solve Di , and in all problems Dj (j "= i)
we assume that Ai = Ask.
When solving a problem Di we evaluate the
influence diagram for Ai = Ask (problem Dia )
and for Ai = N otAsk (problem Din ). To evaluate these two problems we fix the decision vari-

able to the corresponding value, propagate the
information, and optimize the decision variables
about fixing (F1 , . . . , Fq ). In that step we have
to take into account that the optimal values of
these variables do not depend on the order in
which we decide to fix them, as each time we fix
a variable Fj = fj" , this value does not change
the probabilities of any other chance variable
in the problem. Also, the selection can be independently computed for any of the variables
Fj . In problem Din , we must compute for each
variable Fi the value fj" such that
fj" = arg min
fj

"
oj

CFj (fj , oj )P (oj |o! , oe )

where the above minimization problem can be
solved in constant time, O(|Ω(Oi )|) after the observations have been propagated. For example,
if we have a 0/1 cost error (i.e. CF (fi , oi ) = 1
if fi "= oi and CF (fi , oi ) = 0 if fi = oi ), the
above problem reduces to selecting the oi with
the highest probability.
! e
j (o , o ) the value
!Let us "denote by ! CF
e
cost of proboj CFj (fj , oj )P (oj |o , o ). The
!
n
n
lem Di , c(Di ), will be equal to j CFj (o! , oe ).
The cost of problem Dia can be computed
in a similar way. The only differences are
that now we have to add the cost of asking
for a variable CAi and that each time we fix
the value of variable Oj (we compute fj" ), we
will have an additional observation Oie = oei .
If we denote by CFj (o! , oe ∪ oei ) the optimal
cost of fixing variable Oj with these observations, the cost of!
the problem will be c(Dia ) =
!
e ! e
! e
e
oei P (oi |o , o )( j CFj (o , o ∪ oi )) + CAi .
To select the variable Oi for which we are
going to ask the expert, we compute the differences c(Dia ) − c(Dia ). This value is denoted
by CG(Ai |o! , oe ) and called the expected cost
gain if we ask for variable Oi . We decide to
ask for the variable Oi with a greatest cost gain
CG(Ai |o! , oe ). The observation provided by the
expert Oie = oei is added to oe and the process is repeated. The stop condition is that this
greater cost gain value is lower or equal than 0
(we experiment a loss when asking for any of
the variables). So, this method resembles the

one detailed in Algorithm 1 but using the cost
gain instead of the information gain and, finally,
retrieving f " instead of the most probable explanation.
Note that value c(Dia ) is the same for all the
decision problems Di and should be computed
only once.
3.3

Using the EM algorithm to
estimate the noise rate

In the two previously described methods we assumed that the Bayesian network B relating explanatory and observable variables, (X, O) and
the conditional probabilities of variables O! are
known. For this procedure we are going to assume that the prior probabilities for noisy observations P (Ni = N oise) = τi are not known; instead, we are given a pool of noisy observations,
D = {o!(1) , ..., o!(M ) } where we can estimate
them. In this section we describe how these
unknown parameters τ = (τ1 , ..., τp ) can be estimated by means of the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) (once estimated, the previously
detailed cleaning approaches can be used for
data cleaning as usual). Using this algorithm,
we get the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the parameters: τ̂ = maxτ L(D; τ ),
where L(D; τ ) is a function on τ proportional
to the posterior probability which is computed
as follows:
L(D; τ ) = P (τ )

#"

P (o!(m) , N, O|τ )

m N,O

where P (τ ) is the prior over the parameters.
In this work,$it is defined as follows: P (τ ) =
$
i P (τi ) =
i B(τi ; 0.1, 1.9), where B(·; ·) is
the Beta distribution. In this Beta distribution
we assume that the prior belief about the parameter τ (the error rate) is 1/20 = 0.05.
The EM algorithm is an iterative method
which converges to the MAP estimate, τ̂ , by
alternating the two following steps:
An Expectation (E) step, which computes
the expectation of the log-likelihood evaluated
using the current estimate for the parameters
in step k , τ (k) . This is implemented here by

computing P (Ni = noise|o!(m) , τ <k> ) for each
of the noisy observation vectors in D.
A Maximization (M) step, which updates the parameters maximizing the expected
log-likelihood found on step E. This is implemented in this problem as follows: τi<k+1> =
1 !M
!
<k> ).
m=1 P (Ni = noise|o(m) ; τ
M
algorithm is run until convergence:
!The<k+1>
|τ
− τi<k> | < 1e − 5.
i i

4

Experimental evaluation

In this experimental evaluation we assess the
techniques presented in Section 3. For that
purpose, we consider three different BNs (the
Alarm network with 37 nodes, the Boblo network with 23 nodes, and the Boerlage network,
with 23 nodes too) and, by means of logic sampling, we artificially generate different random
samples (o, o! , n, oe ) of the variables in O, O! ,
N and Oe , extending previously each model according to Figure 1. For each noisy observation generated, o! , we then apply the two methods detailed in Section 3.1 and 3.2, in order
to evaluate their capacity to detect and correct
the noisy observations (i.e. those o!i such that
ni = N oise). The presence of expert knowledge is simulated by accessing the oei values,
considering also the possibility that the expert
gives a wrong answer. Finally, once the cleaning method has finished we can check how well
this method works by comparing the cleaned
observations with the actual ones, o. Two different error measures are considered to evaluate
the performance of the methods: the a posteriori noise rate as the rate of values in o! which
P E "= o in the entropyare still noisy (i.e. oM
i
i
based approach or fi" "= oi in the cost-based
approach) after the interaction with the expert;
and the precision of the fixing decisions as the
ratio between the number of correctly identified
noisy values (those o!i such that ni = N oise and
which are correctly cleaned) over the total number of cleaned observations (i.e. those values
in o! which are either correctly or incorrectly
cleaned because they have been identified as
noisy observations by our methods). With this
second measure we aim to evaluate if our meth-

Figure 3: Evaluation of the entropy and the cost based methods for different fixed number of queries
and for data samples where 5% of the observations are noisy (i.e. when the noise rate is below this
value, it means that some noisy observations have been correctly fixed).
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ods fix only those observations which are really
noisy, and do not incorrectly fix those which are
not noisy.
In this evaluation we consider all the variables
in the three BNs mentioned above as observable
variables (i.e. X = ∅). We also set a noise
rate equal to 5% for all the variables (i.e. ∀i
τi = 0.05). We have evaluated different noise
rates and the conclusions are quite similar. The
reliability of the expert is set to 99% (i.e. ∀i
ηi = 0.01). For the cost-based approach, we
have considered a standard 0/1 cost error.
The results of this evaluation are displayed in
Figures 3 and the displayed error measures of
the two cleaning methods (labeled as Entropy<BN> and Cost-<BN>) are computed as an
average value over 1000 observation vectors
sampled for the three BNs. Although the two
proposed methods consider different stop criteria which depend on the particular problem,
we have only evaluated the performance of the
methods using a preset number of queries which
is displayed in the X-axis of the figures. As can
be seen, we have considered from 1 to 5 queries,
but also the case where there are no queries submitted to the expert, N.Query=0. In this last
case, we have a fully automatic method without
expert intervention.
In Figure 3 (a), we can firstly see that for
Boerlage92 and Alarm networks there is hardly
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(c) Noise Rate - EM

any improvement in the noise rate using the
methods that do not require help from the
expert (N.Query = 0), i.e. simply cleaning
the noisy observations using the most probable explanation in the case of the entropy based
method (see Section 3.1) or using the fixing decisions with the lowest expected cost in the case
of the cost-based approach (see Section 3.2).
Actually, in the case of the Alarm network there
is a slight increment in the noise rate (5.14%
for the entropy method and 5.08% for the cost
method). This is due, as can be seen in Figure
3 (b), to the precision of the fixing decisions,
which is very low at N.Query=0. This contrasts
with the Boblo network, where the precision is
high and the noise rate is reduced. In conclusion, we can see that, although there are models
where automatic cleaning methods work, there
are other models where it can be very hard to
successfully clean the noisy observations without the help of an expert, even having perfect
knowledge of the underlying probability distribution.
In any case, we can see that the noise rates of
the observations decrease with our methods, as
more queries are submitted to the expert. The
strength and the pace of this decrease strongly
depend on the particular model. The same
trend appears for the precision of noisy values
detection. The introduction of expert knowl-

edge increases the precision of noisy observations detection. This is also remarkable because
there is a significant decrease in the number of
false positive detections (i.e observations incorrectly considered as noisy).
On the other hand, we can see that the
entropy-based and the cost-based methods perform quite similarly in these models, although
we stress that the latter method can be tailored
to situations where there are asymmetric costs
when cleaning noisy observations. It also allows to explicitly consider the cost of requesting knowledge to an expert and, thus, it clearly
states when to stop asking questions.
Finally, in Figure 3 (c), we show the results of
applying our methods, but this time using the
EM algorithm as a previous step (see Section
3.3) to estimate the noise rates of the noisy observable variables. These estimates are obtained
using the same pool of 1000 samples used in
the previous evaluation. As can be seen in this
figure, the overall result is quite similar to the
case where the noise rates are known. We cannot give details about the estimations of noise
rates τi obtained by using EM due to lack of
space, but they are accurate and tend to be below the true value. This happens because some
noisy observations cannot be identified and the
EM considers them as not noisy. We then show
that a large set of noisy observations can be
employed to obtain estimates of the noise rates
and then apply successfully our proposed methods to integrate the expert knowledge and fix
many of the noisy observations.

5

Conclusions and future works

In this work we have presented two approaches
for cleaning noisy observations using expert
knowledge. As opposed to fully automatic
methods, our proposals interact with an expert
and request knowledge about particular noisy
observations. Our empirical evaluation shows
that the inclusion of expert knowledge correctly
fixes many noisy values. We also show that, in
some cases, this can not be achieved without
the help of an expert.
Future work will be focused on the exten-

sion of these methods to scenarios where the
Bayesian network that models the joint probability distribution is not known and must be
learned from a pool of noisy data samples.
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